GOVERNMENT OF MAURITIUS

SCHEME OF SERVICE SPECIFIED UNDER REGULATION 15 OF THE
PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION REGULATIONS

Ministry: Arts and Cultural Heritage

Post: Senior Technician (Light/Sound) (on roster)

Salary: Rs 18,450 x 375 – 19,575 x 475 – 21,950 x 625 – 23,200 x 775 – 32,500 x 925 –
37,125 x 1,225 – 39,575 (22 041 070)

Effective Date: 08 February 2021

Qualifications: By promotion, on the basis of experience and merit, of officers in the grade of
Technician (Light/Sound) (on roster) who reckon at least eight years’ service in a
substantive capacity in the grade and who –

(i) are well conversant with the latest techniques on sound and stage lighting
equipment; and

(ii) possess good supervisory, interpersonal and communication skills.

Duties:

1. To be responsible to the Director of Culture, through the Theatre
Manager, for the proper execution of works assigned to staff working
under his responsibility.

2. To supervise and advise on technical matters in connection with sound
and stage lighting equipment for indoor and outdoor events and –

(i) to manage and coordinate the work of technical staff in the grade
of Technicians (Light/Sound) (on roster), Public Address
Operators and Electricians;

(ii) to be responsible for all equipment issued to his team;

(iii) to implement a proper maintenance schedule of equipment and
power plant;

(iv) to liaise with production team for events held at the theatre;

(v) to attend technical meetings for project implementation for events
organised by the Ministry;

(vi) to prepare specifications and evaluate tender documents with
respect to Sound and Lighting equipment; and

(vii) to supervise set up of sound equipment and stage lighting
equipment for Events.
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3. To use ICT in the performance of his duties.

4. To perform such other duties directly related to the main duties listed above or related to the delivery of the output and results expected from the Senior Technician (Light/Sound) (on roster) in the roles ascribed to him.

Note

Senior Technicians (Light/Sound) (on roster) will be required to work on a roster basis according to a plan specifying the commencing times and finishing times of turns of duty which may or may not include night duty.
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